
Consultants play a crucial role in delivering health and 
safety advice across the world.  From preparing risk 
assessments and policies to undertaking audits and 
training.  We believe that the support of a Consultant for 
their customer is key, and legal issues are frequently an 
area where both Consultants and customers alike have 
questions and seek clarity.  

DACB HSCS CONSULTANCY ALLIANCE 

Our HSCS Consultancy Alliance provides a number of 
benefits to both Consultants and their customers.  Free 
membership of our HSCS Consultancy Alliance includes:

 O Receiving legal updates
 O Free webinar places
 O Access to our bi-yearly Virtual Consultancy Alliance 

breakfast catch-up, an hour long session where 
Consultants can raise issues and share best practice 
around legal concerns or issues.

We understand that it is important to Consultants to be 
able to direct their customers to specialist support when 
they need it.  In the event of your customer requiring 
legal support (subject to conflict checks) we can support 
your customer in dealing with the aftermath of a serious 
or fatal accident, or provide other advice such as 
appealing Enforcement Action or querying FFI bills*.

Click here to sign up to our Consultancy Alliance 
mailing list.

SPECIALIST CONSULTANCY TRAINING 
WORKSHOPS

We have two specialist workshops designed specifically 
for Health and Safety Consultants, price available upon 
enquiry.

Witness Interview Workshop

We know that taking a witness statement for the right 
reasons, at the right time, and asking the right questions 
is not straightforward, especially where there may be 
a number of different investigations ongoing, such as 
police, HSE and Coronial.  Our 1 hour witness interview 
workshop provides insight into key considerations for 
meeting interviews and obtaining information.

Investigation Report Writing Workshop

No author wants to see the content of his or her internal 
investigation report being used against the organisation 
who commissioned it.  However, we have seen how 
Regulators who have requested internal investigation 
reports, seize on aspects of these reports to prepare and 
bring prosecutions, often leaving the author, normally 
a Manager, HS Adviser or Consultant giving evidence 
against their own organisation or customer.  This 1 hour 
session considers key issues behind report writing and 
the potential legal implications for both the author and 
the organisation.

“I wanted to thank you personally for organising the 
workshop, it really opened up my eyes to that side of 
things, which of course we never think will happen. 
How mistakes were made certainly showed us how 
we could face a similar situation. It reminded us of the 
responsibility we have and how important our roles are.”

BESPOKE SOLUTIONS 
FOR CONSULTANTS
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Working together to deliver support, reassurance and a safer 
healthier work place to clients

*please note that this would require us to make your customer a client of DAC Beachcroft.  Membership of the DACB HSCS Consultancy Alliance does 
not make you a Client of DAC Beachcroft. 
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